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Smoke. It’s the first sign of fire. An early warning that 

helps you detect fire and fight it swiftly. But left 

unchecked, this black, poisonous smoke can fill up the 

entire building. It can drastically cut down the already 

small time window you have to save your premises. 

It can result in a large number of injuries and 

sometimes, death. 

There is only one way out. Detecting the smoke early, 

thereby increasing your chances of fighting the fire 

successfully. And the only reliable way to do that is to 

install a state-of-the-art fire alarm system that 

guarantees complete protection. 

Often the challenge of upgrading an old wired fire alarm 

system is nothing short of a complete renovation job. 

Plaster is torn off the walls. Concealed wiring is opened 

up. The collateral nicks and cuts on the walls require a 

fresh coat of paint and business suffers.

With technology progressing at a breakneck pace, 

you need a hi-tech alarm system that can keep up 

with change.

Presenting Ceasefire Uni Wireless Fire Alarm Systems. 

A world-class system that requires zero wiring, while its 

quick, efficient installation guarantees no downtime and 

no extra repair costs.

The Ceasefire Uni Wireless Fire Alarm System is perfect 

for heritage buildings, where by law you cannot make 

even the smallest change or alteration to the structure. 

While its wireless installation ensures that the heritage 

building is not marred in any way.

Temporary constructions also benefit from this system, 

where the cost of wiring exhibition sheds, site offices, 

public gathering set-ups or functions are completely 

impractical, yet protection against fire is necessary. For 

these setups, Ceasefire’s Uni Wireless Fire Alarm System 

is the preferred choice.

This system can also be added to your existing fire alarm 

infrastructure. Often, fire alarm systems installed a few 

years ago need to be expanded to meet today’s 

needs. As the Ceasefire Uni Wireless Fire Alarm 

System is a state-of-the-art hybrid, it lets you add it to 

your current wired system without downtime.

The system is ideal for companies who want to replace 

their old, obsolete detection system, but can't afford 

the loss to business that installing a new system would 

involve. Ceasefire’s Uni Wireless Fire Alarm System 

can be installed without hampering day-to-day 

functioning in any way, ensuring that there’s absolutely 

no downtime for the company.

What’s more, its state-of-the-art technology makes 

the Uni Wireless Fire Alarm System absolutely 

tamper-proof. So that in the event of a fire, it’ll never let 

you down.

IF YOU ARE THINKING WIRED, THINK AGAIN



Ceasefire’s Uni Wireless Fire Alarm System is designed and 

manufactured to our requirements by some of Europe’s best 

manufacturers. The result: An extensive range of lifesaving 

products engineered to simplify the installation process and 

minimise cost, allowing seamless integration into the existing 

infrastructure.

At the heart of the system is a control panel that enables the 

most flexible, seamless wireless fire detection available today. 

Translator Modules are connected to this control panel through 

loop wiring, either on their own, or mixed with wired field 

devices to form a fully wireless system. Each of these Translator 

Modules communicates with up to 240 field devices per loop, 

via a proven wireless protocol, processing the messages 

received from the field devices and transmitting information to 

the devices. 

All field devices have a notional wireless range of 200m in free 

air, but where greater distances are required; the system is 

supported by a range of Expander and Router Modules. 

These help propagate the radio signals over large distances or 

areas with difficult structural architecture. Multiple Translator 

Modules can be used on each control panel loop and each 

Translator Module can support multiple Expander Modules, 

making it possible to configure systems of virtually any size 

and complexity.
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TAKING THE WIRED OUT OF THE FIRE ALARM



To achieve the highest levels of reliability and 

performance from wireless field devices with 

comparable capabilities, the system relies on 

advanced, patented technologies. Complying with the 

latest European standards (EN54-25 2008), the 

communication between the Translator Modules and 

devices is bi-directional, using 865-867MHz frequency.

The Ceasefire’s Uni Wireless Fire Alarm System 

maintains secure and stable communications by using 

a selection of automated system adjustments, including 

channel hopping, amplitude adjustment and drift 

compensation. The whole system flawlessly comes 

together with a range of Sensors, Audio Visual Devices, 

Translators, Input-Output and Expander Modules. 

Making it the most reliable Fire Alarm System around.

Ceasefire doesn’t just sell you Fire Alarm systems, but 

also ensures that your premises are safe. Our highly 

trained technical experts come survey your premises 

and recommend the right devices for you. They even 

design the system to complement the structure of the 

premises, supervise the installation from start to finish 

and provide quality after sales service as well. So that 

you are always protected against fire.





Internationally Approved Wireless 

System - EN54-25, LPCB

EN54-25 and LPCB are the world’s most 

stringent fire alarm tests making it a 

world-class product that protects you 24x7.

Highly Reliable

The wireless system is always sensitive to 

noise pollution, humidity and change in 

temperature. It automatically adjusts its 

frequency levels ensuring that it always 

works at optimum. If the communication is 

hampered between the device and the 

translator due to humidity, pollution or 

changes in the temperature, it automatically 

changes channels. Ensuring it functions 

smoothly 24x7.

Site Specific Codes

A selected digital code ensures that there is 

no clash between devices of multiple 

wireless systems in the area. 

Multiple Battery

The primary 3 Volt Lithium battery lasts up 

to 5 years and the 3 Volt CR3032 button cell 

acts as a backup. The system also gives a 

battery change indication. Thus ensuring 

your premises are never left unprotected.

Hybrid

The system can include both wired and 

wireless components giving the user great 

flexibility and the option to upgrade a wired 

or wireless system. 

Approved Frequency Range - 865MHz

One can use the 865MHz - 867MHz 

frequencies without applying for any 

approvals and licenses.

Lower Power Consumption with Wide 

Operating Voltage

Wireless interface operate between 15V and 

42V and Expanders operate between 10V 

and 27V to ensure the system is not 

affected during power fluctuations. 

Wide Range of Devices 

A wide range of devices such as Smoke and 

Thermal Detectors with fixed or ROR variants 

as well as Multi Criteria Detectors, etc, 

operate together to ensure the system 

works well.  

Orthogonal Multiple Antennas for 360° 

Coverage

This allows remote devices to catch

the signal and communicate with

the Translators. 

Auto Channel Hopping

The system works on 7 channels to ensure 

there is no clash between field device. It 

also changes the frequency the second it 

detects any disturbance in the signal on a 

particular frequency. Again ensuring that 

your system is on guard at all times.

Easy and Fast Installation

Large systems can be installed and 

commissioned in days with almost no 

downtime for your business.

Large Area Coverage

With its Wireless Interfaces and Expanders 

the system can reach a length up to 3 km.
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 Controls and monitors up to 8 flooding zones

 Easy commissioning through AUTO setup

 Micro-processor technology with diverse redundant 
processing logic

 Easy control panel operation thanks to freely 
parameterisable sector

 Info button for additional information on current events

FIRE DETECTION CONTROL PANEL BC216-1

At the crux of the Wireless Fire Alarm System is control panel. 

Through two-way communication, the system points out the 

exact location of the device sending out the alarm. This helps 

CEASEFIRE CONTROL PANEL
you know exactly where the threat is, accelerating the 

evacuation and firefighting process.

 Event memory with quick-search filter displays the latest 500 
events in chronological order

 Monitors the output of external signalling devices and 
displays activation, fault and disablement

 32–bit multi processor system



The Ceasefire Uni Wireless Fire Alarm System’s range of 

intelligent Translator and Expander Modules are at the 

heart of its wireless connectivity. 

Using well-proven wireless technology and frequencies, 

combined with a patented orthogonal antenna design, 

the Translator Module ensures reliable, secure 

connection between the field devices and control panel. 

With a hi-tech system code, 7 operating channels and 

an engineering channel, Translator Modules are 

powered by the detection loop.

CEASEFIRE TRANSLATOR AND EXPANDER MODULES

 Up to 32 detectors, modules or signalling devices can 
be controlled

 Configuration through menu or PC software

 Up to 32 fully intelligent wireless field devices 

 Menu operation by means of buttons and display 

 Configuration through menu or PC software 

 Status indication via 3 LEDs (communication, fault, 
battery replacement) 

RF INTERFACE FI700/RF/W2W FEATURES

CF-TRANSLATOR MODULE CF-EXPANDER MODULE

Expander Modules boost the transmitted signal when 

covering out-of-range areas of the Translator Module, 

allowing you to configure systems of virtually any size.

When connecting a system to an unsupported protocol 

or conventional control panel, a special interface which 

supports both detection and alarm devices can be used.

 2 orthogonal antennas for safe radio 
communication 

 7 bi-directional data channels 

 Range of RF transmission is 200 metres; can 
be boosted to over 3 kms with RF Expanders



 4 different sensitivity levels of smoke detection

 Function check by means of magnet, test gas or thermal 

test device

 Long battery life of 5 years, batteries included.

CEASEFIRE WIRELESS OPTICAL-HEAT DETECTOR FI700/RF/OT FEATURES

 High range of radio transmission

 Mechanical theft protection in the base

 Double dust trap and insect screen

  Bi-directional digital communication

  3 tone types selectable

  Adjustable sound level

  Long 5-year battery life

  Base and batteries included

  Long lifespan of the beacon due to use of LEDs

OPTICAL DETECTOR OPTICAL THERMAL SENSOR

SOUNDER SOUNDER STROBE

THERMAL SENSOR

design, with a double dust trap and adaptive signal processing to 

help prevent unwanted alarms. The Thermal Detector can be 

programmed to operate as either a fixed temperature detector, a 

rate of rise detector or as a fixed high-temperature device.

The Ceasefire Uni Wireless Fire Alarm System’s wireless intelligent 

point detectors come in three variants: Optical, Thermal and Multi 

Criteria. Making them suitable for a wide range of applications.

The Optical and Multi Criteria detectors have a patented chamber 

stand-alone Sounders and Beacons or as combined units.

All wall-mounted units are available in red or white colour options 

and can be supplied as weatherproof variants for use outside or 

in hostile environments.

The system’s industry leading range of wireless Audio-Visual 

devices provide a visually attractive, cost effective solution for a 

wide variety of installation types and sizes.

Both the wall and base mounted variants have adjustable volume 

levels, multiple tone settings and are either available as 

THE CEASEFIRE WIRELESS RANGE OF FIRE ALARMS

CEASEFIRE WIRELESS AUDIO-VISUAL DEVICES

BEACON



MANUAL RADIO CALL POINT FI700/RF/MCP

 Long battery life of 5 years

 High range of radio transmission

 Single-action activation by pressing the plastic pane

 Easy resetting of plastic pane

 Operating instructions by means of

standardised symbols

CEASEFIRE WIRELESS MANUAL CALL POINT
As the name suggests, this hi-tech device can manually 

override the audio visual devices. To be used only in 

times of emergency, Ceasefire’s Manual Call Point 

CF-BATTERY POWER OUTPUT MODULE

Ceasefire Uni Wireless Fire Alarm System wireless 

Output Modules make control and monitoring of remote 

third-party equipment simple, regardless of its location 

and cable connectivity.

The Modules are suitable for controlling equipment like 

smoke dampers, door closers and gas shut-off valves. 

CEASEFIRE WIRELESS INPUT OUTPUT MODULE
Operation of third-party equipment is achieved by either 

“Change Over” relay contacts or by a switched 24V DC 

output, derived from the Module’s internal batteries.

The Input Module is fully monitored and designed to take 

signals from other systems, making it particularly useful 

when linking multiple systems in remote locations.

CF-INPUT MODULE

works in integration with the entire system, ready to come 

to the rescue 24x7.



Factories Heritage Buildings

Temporary Installations Commercial Complexes

Hospitals Malls
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To get 360° protection, call our toll free hotline: 1800 11 3473 / 1800 180 7233 or call +91-120-4223473 or SMS FIRE to 53030 
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